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Slipping Under Sing Along To Your Favorite Song
William Tell

Artist: William Tell
Song: Slipping Under

Verse Chords stay the same throughout the entire song. You can play the chords
as power 
if you are playing electric or if just play the full chords if playing acoustic.
In the 
he does both.
Verse
D                       Bm
hey, you know it s all okay
             Em
you couldn t let me down
                      A
cause you ve given me all i got, all i got

D
and change, don t change
                        Bm
i know you can t always be yourself
                 Em
don t think they want someone else
                 A
youre giving up, please dont stop, please dont stop

Chorus
     D
just sing along to your favorite song
G
takes you back to where you come from
B
time and place, you cant erase
     A
when innocence is your only shame
D
sing along cause you know all the words
G
feel the good, the bad and the hurt
 B
so turn it around, and let it all out
      A
you re slowly slipping under

Verse Chords
and this, oh its not so bad



youve got a heartbeat for a voice
and thats not your fault not your fault

drive all night
if thats what you ve got to do to think
let everyone else fall asleep
youre giving up, so turn it up, turn it up

Chorus
     D
just sing along to your favorite song
G
takes you back to where you come from
B
time and place, you cant erase
     A
when innocence is your only shame
D
sing along cause you know all the words
G
feel the good, the bad and the hurt
 B
so turn it around, and let it all out
      A
you re slowly slipping under

Bridge
D
you want so much you had it all
G
so drive all night its not your fault
D
you want so much you had it all
G
so drive all night its not your fault
Bm
you want so much you had it all
A
so drive all night

Verse(Strum Chords Once)
hey, you know its all okay
youve got a heartbeat for a voice
dont give it up
dont dont dont give it up

Chorus
     D
just sing along to your favorite song
G



takes you back to where you come from
B
time and place, you cant erase
     A
when innocence is your only shame
D
sing along cause you know all the words
G
feel the good, the bad and the hurt
 B
so turn it around, and let it all out
      A
you re slowly slipping under


